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Many labor market issues are driving increased 

investments in supply chain automation. 

Changes in the workforce itself are among 

them—age, education level, attitude, and more. 
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In a recent survey of employees in 

32 countries, 80% of respondents 

indicated they want more work-life 

balance. 
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48

80%

The average age of truck drivers in 

the U.S. is 48.  Retirements are 

looming for a sector already short 

drivers. 

> More

> More

As a percentage of population 25 

or older,  nearly three times as 

many people hold a 4-year degree 

than 40 years ago.   

> More
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Too much school?  Educational attainment and 

industrial labor generally don’t match.  Thirty-one 

percent of the U.S. population 25 and older hold a four-

year degree. But according to salary.com, 88% of 

warehouse workers have earned less than a 4-year 

degree, and 76% of them have earned a high school 

diploma or less. 

Not only are education trends diverging from the typical 

warehouse worker profile, migration trends of recent 

college grads are running counter as well. Cities are 

drawing this population at a much higher rate than their 

non-college educated contemporaries. Yet urban areas 

are priorities for companies trying to reach customers 

in growing populations centers. 

From a labor perspective, it’s not difficult to see the 

challenge of meeting increasing demand for distribution 

capabilities closer to large cities. Automation is one 

response to a limited available workforce with the job 

skills and aptitude for traditional warehouse positions. 

DCs may operate with minimal human presence one day 

as technology becomes more affordable. One company 

has even developed an industrial robot at a price point 

hundreds of thousands of dollars less than the total cost 

of traditional alternatives. 

Also, because real estate costs are typically higher in 

metro areas, automation can enable companies to 

acquire smaller footprint facilities and still maximize 

throughputs while limiting the impact of that location or 

costs.

U.S. POPULATION 25 OR OLDER WITH AT LEAST 4-YEAR DEGREE

2012

31%
Pop. 25 or older: 204.5M

Pop. w/4-year degree: 63.3M

1990

21%
Pop. 25 or older: 156.5M

Pop. w/4-year degree: 33.3M

1970

11%
Pop. 25 or older: 109.3M

Pop. w/4-year degree: 12.6M

Source: U.S. Census Bureau

> READ THE ARTICLE & WATCH THE VIDEO 

> SEE JULY’S ―3 THINGS‖ ON URBANIZATION
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http://swz.salary.com/SalaryWizard/Warehouse-Worker-Job-Description.aspx
http://www.wired.com/gadgetlab/2012/12/ff-robots-will-take-our-jobs/all/
http://www.cushwakeindustrial.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/3-Things-to-Know_July-2013.pdf
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No shortage of shortages. Even when the economy 

was at its weakest, the trucking industry was talking 

about the challenges that freight haulers and carriers 

were having in finding enough drivers. An annual turnover 

rate above 95%, competition from other industries, 

work-life balance issues, health concerns, the expense of 

new driver training, tougher drug testing that reduces the 

applicant pool—all of these factors have been limiting the 

driver ranks even as demand for drivers is increasing with 

a recovering economy. With a quarter of all drivers 55 

years or more, retirements are expected to further 

complicate a difficult situation. 

DRIVER AGES

Age 25-34

18%

Age 35-44

22%

Age 45-54

28%

Age 55-64

19%

Age 16-19

1% Age 20-24

5%

Age 65+

6%

25%
of current drivers 

are 55 or older

Source: U.S. Bureau 

of Labor Statistics

READ THE WSJ ARTICLE 
(SUBSCRIPTION)

Could we see robots driving big rigs one day? 

Given the trends, it’s possible. Ford is already using 

robots to perform some of its test driving for new truck 

models.  Caterpillar has self-directed trucks running at an 

Australian mining operation. Some experts and futurists 

are predicting that even freight hauling will be completely 

automated one day, making the human truck driver go 

the way of the dinosaur.
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http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324144304578624221804774116.html
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SEEKING GREATER WORK-LIFE BALANCE
Loosening employee-employer ties. Recent studies 

show that employee loyalty is continuing to decline. 

MetLife’s 10th annual survey of employee benefits 

marked employee loyalty at a seven-year low in 2011. In 

that same study, more than 30% of those surveyed said 

they planned to leave their current job in a year.  

Careerbuilder.com recently indicated that 76% of full-

time workers, even if not actively looking for new 

employment, would jump at what they perceived as a 

better opportunity. 

Whether employee turnover is a result of competition, 

market cycles, changes in employee desires, or fallout 

from a still recovering global economy, the loss of 

productivity and the expense to recruit and train a 

replacement represent meaningful costs.  Some estimate 

turnover costs as high as 150% of annual salary for high 

paid workers. While it’s likely much less for lower paid 

workers, the costs associated with high rates of turnover 

can add up. 

Here again, companies may continue to increase their 

focus on automation, opting for the predictability of 

machines over the uncertainty of humans and their 

behavior. 

> FIND  THIS REPORT & OTHERS
Source: Randstad “Employee 

Expectations for 2013”

Occupations along the supply chain—everything from 

graveyard shift warehouse positions to long-haul 

driving jobs—have significant impact on an employee’s 

non-working life. And while the desire for balance is 

stronger in some countries than in others, a recent 

Randstad report illustrates that workers around the 

world are largely in lockstep in their yearning for 

better work-life balance—80% would like to see 

improvement.>  GEN Y TENURE VS. PREVIOUS GENERATIONS 
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> Our Take on the 3

http://www.inc.com/suzanne-lucas/why-employee-turnover-is-so-costly.html
http://www.randstad.com/press-room/research-reports
http://www.payscale.com/gen-y-at-work
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Our Take. 
Distribution companies will continue to 

adopt automation as technology advances, 

the composition of the workforce further 

evolves,  and cost barriers are overcome.  

The pace of adoption is already much 

more rapid in Europe. 

North American operations may not 

reach Europe’s level of automation 

adoption any time soon but we anticipate 

more and more companies will bet on the 

long-term return on automation 

investments.
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>  SEE ARTICLE & VIDEO THAT EXPLAIN WHY

http://www.cushwake.com/cwglobal/jsp/kcLanding.jsp?Country=GLOBAL&Language=EN
http://www.cushmanwakefield.com/
http://www.scdigest.com/ontarget/13-03-11-1.php?cid=6816

